
Connecting  
worlds
From Paris to Ashgabat.  
From Casablanca to Beijing. 
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...

WE CONNECT 

        WORLDS ...

Through the streets of Paris all the way to Ashgabat, and directly 

from Casablanca to Beijing by air. We know national markets 

inside and out. We are part of strategic alliances and uphold 

partnerships in air, sea and road freight. We always strive to meet 

your transport logistics needs with the utmost efficiency. As 

such, we rely on our many years’ experience and are constantly 

evolving to be able to offer you innovative solutions.

Breaking new ground takes courage. And it was a courageous 

step taken 130 years ago by the founders of Militzer & Münch 

when they laid the company’s foundations in Germany. Today, 

our routes take us through Western and Eastern Europe, into the 

Commonwealth of Independent States, through the Maghreb 

and into the Middle and Far East.

Whilst other companies often service these markets merely as a 

by-product of their operations, we focus our attention on Eurasia 

and North Africa. We depend on international competency in 

our road, air, sea and projects business sectors.

Our commitment is built around longevity and sustainability. We 

respect foreign cultures, strengthen the human factor in our work 

and make wise use of natural resources – this has become living 

practice for every one of our staff, at every location.
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... Through dense traffic in Western Europe and across the vast 

expanses of Eastern Europe, we offer superior and secure freight 

transport – from Paris to Ashgabat, from Casablanca to Bei-

jing. We know every border crossing point, speak the national 

language and are intimately familiar with the situation on the 

ground.

How can that be? It’s simple – over time we have allied ourselves 

with professionals in the countries along our routes, establishing 

long-standing partnerships. This combination of regional know-

how and international competency makes our day-to-day work 

noticeably easier. That saves time and, of course, money.

We have worked to develop logistics services and contributed 

know-how in many eastern countries. Regional economic growth 

is making these new markets ever more interesting, and conse-

quently they take our entire focus.

Comprehensive networks need strong partners: we are a 

founding member of the air freight partnership Future and the 

sea freight associations Group ’99 and Global Container Group. 

Together with our partners CargoLine (groupage services) and 

ELVIS (part and full loads), we take on all road cargo services.

FROM WEST 

       TO EAST ...
...



 People call us ‘the East specialist’ –  
that makes us very proud.
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...

WITH IDEAS
 AND PIONEERING SPIRIT

...
...

... We travel kilometre by kilometre from Lyon over the Alps, 

through Italy and eventually into South-East Europe down to the 

Bosphorus. Heading along the Black Sea coast towards Baku, Azer-

baijan’s capital city, moving through Tehran to Almaty and into the 

financial heart of Kazakhstan. Can you imagine keeping constant 

track of all groupage, part and full load shipments? No? Then you 

simply have to try out our online cross-country shipment tracking 

service. You’ll see that it’s definitely possible.

And it makes no difference how excessively large or small your 

parcel, pallet or consignment is. We deliver your cargo safely to 

its destination. Contact persons stationed at key border crossings 

guarantee fast and neutral customs clearance. 

On request, your goods can also be professionally stored. To this 

end we have access to logistics centres and hubs covering more 

than 160,000 square metres.
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  Whether you need an import or export  
 document, T1 dispatch note or waybill –  
 we support you in all customs and transit  
  formalities.
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  IN THE

 AIR

There is enormous potential in air freight. Through  
  our experience and our partners we can also  
 confidently realise complex requirements.
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...

  IN THE

 AIR
...

...

... We work for you day and night so that express goods arrive on 

time, even in the most remote areas of our planet. This is essen-

tial so as to seamlessly integrate our delivery services across five 

continents. Especially when time is not on our side. A large cargo 

plane can take on around 130 tonnes. Placing and arranging the 

various shipments inside forces our team to demonstrate consid-

erable sensitivity and spatial awareness. After all, it is vital to fully 

utilise every cubic metre of space.

This is the only way to meet our own efficiency and profitabil-

ity targets. Working alongside our partners, we bundle expert 

know-how and IT competency. Air freight consolidation, direct 

shipments and charter flights – our air services connect you 

directly with your procurement and sales markets around the 

globe. Guaranteed. 

In over 60 years as an official IATA agent, we developed a world-

wide network of in-house air freight offices and exclusive partner 

agencies. Complex dangerous goods shipments, express and 

courier services, door-to-door shipments, customs management 

of your goods and all-in handling of especially urgent shipments 

are now, thanks to our decades of experience, part of our daily 

business.
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 More than two-thirds of all commodities are    
now transported by ship. We deliver long-term,   
efficient solutions tailored to our customers’ needs.

ACROSS

 OCEANS
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...

ACROSS

 OCEANS
...

...

Millions of FCL and LCL containers change location every day. 

Ports look like colossal representations of Tetris, where cranes 

playfully and seemingly randomly move around different sizes 

of red, green and yellow containers, allocating them to the right 

cargo ships heading to China, Italy or Morocco. And all of that just 

in time.

It’s a masterpiece of logistics for which we are continuously en-

hancing and perfecting our sea freight service portfolio. Based on 

our sea freight solutions your global supply chain can flourish.

The spotlight is always on your goods – from sea-worthy packag-

ing through to picking and hinterland transports. If you prefer, we 

can also deal with every aspect of customs management on your 

behalf even if you need a tailored solution, such as a combination 

of air and sea routes. Any time.

Our memberships in sea freight partnerships ensure that cargo 

space is always used in an economic and sustainable way.
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...

ON LONG
 ROUTES

...
...

... Whether by ship, plane, truck or train, over the Atlas Moun-

tains or through subtropical regions, we transport your heavy and 

dangerous goods safely through Europe, Asia and North Africa. 

We can relocate entire factories and transport gigantic rotors for 

a wind power plant along the Silk Road: nothing is too heavy, 

too large or impossible in project logistics.

Sit back and relax as we handle every aspect of shipping your 

goods. We produce all the necessary documentation, deal with 

the insurance service and apply for special permits. No distance 

is too far for us, and no project is too complex. We can arrange 

for heavy transport or police escorts and, on request, can also 

send our dangerous goods officer to advise you. Our dangerous 

goods officer is an expert in his field, knows all the right people 

and thus guarantees fast, proper customs clearance and profes-

sional loading of your goods. Simple and straightforward.

Regardless of where your cargo is heading, we will find your 

perfect combination of road, rail, inland waterways, the open 

ocean and, of course, air. Let’s get started with joint planning and 

personal consultations. We guarantee absolute reliability, punc-

tuality and, of course, the highest safety standards.
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We have the experience, the flexibility and  
 the contacts to realise your projects safely  
  and speedily.
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WITH PEOPLE 

  AROUND THE WORLD...
...

Behind every cargo is an idea, a project and a story. Here at  

Militzer & Münch, we bring these ideas and stories to life.

We take the next steps in a process that begins at one location 

and follow it through to the final destination. Our company em-

ploys more than 2,800 people at more than 100 locations in over 

30 countries around the world who are waiting to work with you. 

Experience drawn from more than a century of transport logis-

tics is our distinguishing feature. Our people can cope with any 

challenge and cooperate to find the most efficient route for your 

shipment. One hundred percent.

We are a global family that acts locally and thinks internationally. 

Each one of us brings Militzer & Münch one step further into the 

future of logistics. With a pioneering spirit, the power of innova-

tion and sustainability.
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...

WITH PEOPLE 

  AROUND THE WORLD



M&M Militzer & Münch 
International Holding AG

Zwinglistr. 25
CH–9001 St. Gallen
Switzerland

+41 71 227 1500
+41 71 227 1535
info@mumnet.com
www.mumnet.com

WE CONNECT WORLDS,
FROM WEST TO EAST,
WITH IDEAS AND PIONEERING SPIRIT,
IN THE AIR,
ACROSS OCEANS,
ON LONG ROUTES,
WITH PEOPLE 
AROUND THE WORLD!


